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P U B L I C  H E A L T H  D E P A R T M E N T  

November 17, 2020 

 
Ms. Rose Navarro, Principal 
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary School 
2660 East Orange Grove Blvd 
Pasadena, Ca. 91107 

Dear Ms. Navarro:    

Your waiver application has been approved by both the Pasadena Public Health Department and the 
California Department of Public Health. The complete application was submitted to the Pasadena 
Public Health Department on November 16, 2020. This waiver allows in-person instruction for 
grades TK-2nd at your institution, as applicable, in compliance with your application and reopening 
plan as submitted. Please ensure your application components, including the protocols and 
attestations, are posted on your website and disseminated to students, parents, faculty and staff.  
They will also be posted on the Pasadena Public Health Department website.  

Your attestation binds your school to follow the public health protocols as documented, in addition 
to all local and state Health Officer Orders.  This waiver is discretionary and can be revoked for 
non-compliance with public health protocols at any time. For the purpose of outbreak control, you 
are expected to be prepared to suspend in-person operations and resume remote learning if directed 
to do so by the Pasadena Public Health Department.  

We expect to maintain an ongoing conversation with schools that have reopened under the waiver 
process, so that we may continue to provide technical assistance and support. As community 
conditions change and science evolves, we may require you to revise your application and/or 
reopening plan and update your posted documents.   

We truly appreciate your dedication to the educational mission and to adherence to public health 
protocols. Thank you for your continued efforts to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and to keeping 
our community as safe as possible during these challenging times. 

Sincerely,  

 

Ying-Ying Goh, MD, MSHS 
Director and Health Officer 











Janelle Carney 
2080 New York Drive 
Altadena CA 91001 
October 29, 2020 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

 I am the president of the parent-teacher organization (PTO) at Assumption 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary School (ABVM) in Pasadena. The purpose of this letter 
is to inform you that the PTO and the families of ABVM have been provided 
regular updates from the school about the re-opening guidelines pursuant to the 
City of Pasadena, LA County and the State of California given the current Covid 19 
Pandemic.  It is our understanding that ABVM is seeking a waiver for the TK-2nd 
grade classes to allow a re-opening. 
 
 While the requirements to open have changed over time, ABVM has 
continued to keep the PTO and the families apprised of the re-opening plans and 
have prepared for such accordingly.  It is our understanding that ABVM is taking 
the re-opening very seriously and has set forth a plan that has been 
communicated to the parents and the PTO that demonstrates that ABVM has the 
safety of the students, teachers and staff.  The PTO has been presented with the 
following information: 

 On November 2 the school will have a cohort of 6 students from grades 2-8 
who will be attending on campus learning.  Parents have been notified 
about all safety protocols (including social distancing, mask wearing and 
any other mandates provided by the public health department.  At school 
they will be supervised by two support staff. 

 The waiver will ABVM to reopen the school only for grades TK-2 for those 
families that feel comfortable with in-person class. 

 TK- 2 classrooms are in the process of preparing their classroom 
environment with PPP supplies available for each one.  Classroom barriers 
have been ordered.  Students will be separated 6 ft apart in visually 
designated areas.  They will not be allowed out of their desks with the 
exception of the bathroom (one at a time) or for outside recess and lunch 
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breaks.  Students will need to wear masks except during phonological 
instruction. 

 Students hands will be frequently washed throughout the day.  Students 
also need to change their masks once a day.  Students will be given their 
own personal manipulatives and ELA readers in gallon size bags with their 
names labeled on each one. 

 Outside play will be creative.  The schedules will be changed so that each 
class either has their own recess or lunch or separated into different areas 
in the school.  Students will have their own playground equipment that the 
school will issue.  After each use the playground equipment will be 
sanitized. 

 Students will not be allowed to attend school with any cold or flu like 
symptoms.  If a student does show cold or flu like symptoms, they will be 
sent to an isolated room and supervised by the same office staff member 
until the parent arrives. 

As information or requirements change, ABVM will continue to update the 
parents/ families.  The PTO stands by the requested waiver and are hopeful 
that we can join other schools to slowly reopen. 

 

Very truly yours, 

 
 
Janelle Carney 



 
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary School 
Ms. Rose Navarro, Principal 
2660 East Grove Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91107 
 
 
Dear Ms. Navarro, 
 
I’m writing in support of re-opening Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary School in 
particular focusing on grades TK through 2nd grade.  As President/CEO of Outreach 
Concern one of the largest school-based counseling programs in California, I see 
firsthand the need as well as the negative impact children are experiencing by not 
attending school.  My organization responds to the counseling needs of over 3500 
children and adolescents a week in K-12 schools providing both telehealth as well as 
face to face counseling support services throughout Southern California.  For over 27 
years we’ve recognized the benefits children experience in school particularly at the 
elementary level often impacted the most from a social/emotional, and adjustment 
standpoint.  It is my belief, children and adolescents particularly those in TK through 2nd 
grades need in person teaching, supporting their readiness, willingness and ability to 
successfully embrace the educational and emotional experience necessary for their 
ongoing success.  I will refer you to my latest book 21st Century Parenting where I 
specifically focused on the necessity of incorporating a strong teacher/parent 
partnership in the early grades to support a healthy attitude towards the learning 
experience, supporting a sense of self-discipline a child needs to develop in their early 
years leading to their present and future success. 
 
It’s obvious, schools need to incorporate safety measures to protect students and 
teachers, which I’m sure you’ve responded to.  Presently there are many examples 
we’re experiencing in our Orange County private and public schools who’ve embraced 
various in school teaching models in multiple grades with success while supporting the 
health and welfare of their student and faculty population.  
 
Should you have any additional questions or need further elaboration or my opinion, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Fredrick Capaldi, Ph.D., M.F.T. 
President/CEO 
 



Office of the Superintendent of Schools 

Date:  October 30, 2020 

Re: Elementary School Waiver for Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As Superintendent of Schools for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles, I am writing to 
support the elementary school waiver for Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary for a 
return to safe, modified in-person instruction for students.  The school has met all of the 
required public health modifications, acquired Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), 
consulted with staff and parents, and represented their ability to safely return through 
their reopening plan.   

Thank you for your consideration of our request.  If you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to reach out to me at: pescala@la-archdiocese.org  

Sincerely, 

Paul M. Escala 

mailto:pescala@la-archdiocese.org








































Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary School 

COVID-19  Surveillance and Outbreak Testing Plan 
 

  
The state requires a response plan to a case of COVID-19. Please indicate your institution’s 
plans for receiving, reporting, and responding to both a result of a staff member testing positive 
to COVID-19 and a student testing positive to COVID-19. Your plan should at minimum state 
how you will receive such results, determine who was exposed, notify the Department of Public 
Health, deal with the cohort involved, handle individuals who are quarantined or isolated, and 
determine if your trigger(s) to cease in-person instruction have been hit. 
  

Receiving and Reporting Confirmed Cases of COVID-19 
 
All faculty, staff, and parents will be instructed to report a positive COVID-19 test result to Ms. 
Rose Navarro, school principal via email rnavarro@abvmpasadena.org, or by phone at (626) 
793-2089. It is at that time that the school will activate its confirmed COVID-19 case protocol: 
  

● The head of the COVID-19 School Compliance Task Force (Principal Rose Navarro) and 
the other members of the COVID-19 School Compliance Task Force will investigate 
which faculty, staff or students were exposed or came into close contact with the case 
and identify locations of the school that may have been contaminated. Areas on the 
school-site considered contaminated will be identified and closed off for 24 hours before 
cleaning and disinfecting will take place 
 

● The School Compliance Officer will then notify by phone or email the individuals exposed 
and ask them a series of questions following the guidelines of the Pasadena Public 
Health Department protocol to determine if they are having any COVID-19 symptoms, 
what other persons have they been in contact with.  
 

The case will then be reported immediately to the Archdiocese of Los Angeles by the principal, 
Rose Navarro or by the school vice-principal, Mrs. Kerry Holtz. A Contact Tracing report form 
will be completed and emailed to the following: 

● Archdiocese of Los Angeles 
○ Marina Macchiagodena (Mamacchiagodena@la-archdiocese.org) 
○ Isaac Cuevas (ICuevas@la-archdiocese.org) 
○ Assistant Superintendent, Teresa Villareal (MVillareal@la-archdiocese.org) 
○ If the confirmed case is a school employee, copy Human Resources.  

● Pasadena Public Health Department (626) 744-6089 
 
 
 
 
 
  

mailto:Mamacchiagodena@la-archdiocese.org
mailto:ICuevas@la-archdiocese.org
mailto:MVillareal@la-archdiocese.org


Responding to Confirmed Cases of COVID-19 
 

When a student, teacher, or staff member tests positive for COVID-19 and has exposed others 
at the school, the school will do the following: 
 

● Students, teachers, or staff members who test positive for COVID-19 will not be allowed 
on the school grounds and must remain in isolation during the infectious period which is 
two days before onset of illness and at least 10 days after onset of illness.  
 

● If the confirmed case is a faculty or staff member who is on campus at the time, the 
individual will immediately be taken to a room in the Crean Hall and be isolated there 
until pick-up arrangements can be made or they can drive themselves safely off-campus 
 

● If the confirmed case  is a student who is on campus at the time, a supervising adult will 
be dressed in appropriate PPE and maintain physical distance while accompanying the 
student to the isolation area. The adult will continue to supervise the student while 
maintaining a physical distance of 6 ft minimum, until the parent/guardian arrives for 
pick-up through the carline. 
 

A COVID-19 case is considered to be infectious from 2 days before their symptoms first 
appeared until the time they are no longer required to be isolated . A person with a positive 
COVID-19 test but no symptoms is also considered to be infectious from 2 days before their test 
was taken until 10 days after their test. Any faculty, staff member or student who has tested 
positive for COVID-19 will need to be isolated for the following: 
 

● At least 10 days have passed since symptoms first appeared AND 
no fever for at least 24 hours without the use of medicine that reduces fevers AND 
symptoms have improved 
 

● Any returning faculty or staff member  needs to complete a Work Clearance Form.  The 
form can be found on the PPHD website and the link following link: 
https://healthforms.cityofpasadena.net/v/WorkClearanceForm 

 
● If required, the faculty or staff member who tested positive for  COVID-19  will be missing 

work, the School Compliance Officer will refer them to the school bookkeeper, Mrs. 
Shobha Sharma, to review benefits, disability, paid leave, or unemployment insurance. 
 

● The school principal will determine whether additional notification is needed to inform the 
wider school community, including the faculty, staff, parents, and the pastor via email, 
about the school exposure and precautions being taken to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19. 
 

● The school principal will contact all stakeholders if the decision is made to go back to 
remote learning until contract tracing and disinfection is complete 

https://healthforms.cityofpasadena.net/v/WorkClearanceForm


 
Note: The infected person will not be identified unless the Compliance Officer is given written 
permission. The Compliance Task Force will determine whether additional notification is needed 
to inform the wider school community about the school exposure and precautions being taken to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19. 
  

Responding to Exposure of COVID-19 
 
Any student considered to have been exposed, based on contact tracing, will have 
parents notified for immediate pick-up. Parents will then need to do the following: 
 

● Quarantine their child for 14 days. If their child is symptom free during the 14-day 
quarantine, the child may return to school on the 15th day*.  

● Have their child tested for COVID-19 after 5-7 days in quarantine particularly if they 
show any symptoms during this time. 

● If a student was exposed to a family member who tested positive for COVID-19 and lives 
in the same household, then the child is required to isolate for 10 days of the infectious 
period plus an additional 14 days of quarantine. If the child is symptom free, then he/she 
may return to school on the 25th day. 

● CDC has defined a “close contact” as a person spending 15 minutes or more in a 24 
hour period.  A whole cohort is defined as a close contact. Therefore, any student that is 
in a specific cohort and is exposed to COVID-19, the entire cohort will need to 
quarantine for 14 days.  

 
Students, Teachers, or Staff Members Developing Symptoms During Quarantine 
 
A teacher or staff member who may have been exposed will be sent home to immediately do 
the following: 
 

● Self-quarantine for a minimum of 14 days. If the teacher or staff member is 
symptom-free during the 14-day quarantine period, they may return to work on the 15th 
day. 

● Students, teachers, or staff members who become sick or develop COVID-19 symptoms 
while in quarantine, will need to be tested for COVID-19. 

● Even if the test result is negative, the individual will still need to remain under quarantine 
for the full 14 days. They may return to school or work if they are free of all symptoms 
including fever for 24 hours without the use of fever-reducing medication on the 15th 
day. 
 

 If the person is tested for COVID-19 and the test is positive, the individual will need to do 
the following: 

● Isolate for 10 days from the onset of symptoms or the COVID-19 test if unsure of 
when symptoms started. 

●  After the 10 day isolation period, the individual must be fever free for 24 hours 



without the use of medication and symptoms have improved for isolation to be 
lifted and for the individual to return to school or work.  The school will activate the 
Confirmed Case Protocol as stated under Confirmed Cases of COVID-19. 

● If there are three or more confirmed cases of COVID-19  in a cluster among the faculty, 
staff OR students within a 14 day period, then the school will contact Pasadena Public 
Health Department  at nursing@cityofpasadena.net or 626-744-6089.  

● At this time, the on campus learning will be suspended, and all operations, both 
administrative and education will resume remotely until the outbreak is resolved (at least 
14 days since the last confirmed case). 

 
The state educational framework requires a 2 month staff surveillance COVID-19 test plan for in person 
instruction. Please indicate your institutions plans for testing, including individuals eligible for testing and 
any providers you currently plan to use, which may be the staff’s own medical plans, how you will collate 
these results, and how you will act on them. This plan must not rely on county resources to provide 
testing. 
 

Compliance Task Contact 
For Outbreak and Surveillance Testing 

Ms. Rose Navarro 
(626) 793-2089 

rnavarro@abvmpasadena.org 
 

● The school has arranged testing with Innovative Health Diagnostics. 
● The school secretary, Miss Vivian Chiquil,  is responsible for scheduling and confirming 

appointments, confirmation that a test was taken and results were submitted to the 
school in accordance with privacy laws. 

● Test results are to be submitted via email to the Compliance Task Officer (Ms. Navarro) 
● The school Compliance Task Officer will consult with the school’s medical consultant, Dr. 

David Shaw for review and interpretation of test results, in accordance with privacy laws. 
● Faculty and staff will be tested over a 2 month period where 25% of staff are tested 

every 2 weeks, or 50% every month to rotate testing of all staff over time. 
● If a test result comes back positive then the school will activate the Confirmed Case 

Protocol, as well as the Exposure Management Plan 
 

Testing Center for Faculty and Staff 
 

 
Choice # 1 ( location is close to school ) 
 
Innovative Health Diagnostics (this agency also services Chandler School) 
1565 McGraw Ave. # A 
Irvine, Ca. 92614 
Ihdlab.com 
(949) 267-8880 
Contact: Jim Chen 

mailto:nursing@cityofpasadena.net
https://www.ihdlab.com/covid-19-employers


 
Choice # 2 ( this agency also services Polytechnic School ) 
 
Path MD 
8158 Beverly Blvd. 
L.A., Ca 90045 
Pathmdlabs.com 
Contact:  Rebecca Damavandi 
(424) 245-7284 office 
(917) 359-8474 cell 
 
Choice # 3 
 
Optum Care 
1595 N. Lake Ave. 
Pasadena 
www.OptumCare.com 
888) 901-6896 
(888) 634-1123 
  
   

Cohorts 
The state educational framework makes reference to cohorts to reduce mixing and the 
impact of exposure. Please indicate your schools plans for how to define a cohort and 

how they will be selected and separated during the school day. 
  

● ABVM will group each cohort with no more than 14 individuals (12 children or 
youth and no more than 2 supervising adults in a supervising environment) from 
the same grade. The cohort will be determined through survey response based 
on the number of parents who choose to send their child back to campus for 
on-site instruction.  

 
● The teacher will then use a Hi-Flex model of instruction for teaching the students 

that are on-site, either in the classroom or in another room on campus with a 
supervising adult, and those students learning remotely from home.  

 
● If a teacher is going to cross cohorts, he/she will be required to quarantine for a 

14 day period in between cohorts. When this occurs the teacher will instruct via 
remote learning and all the students will remain at home for that 14-day period. 
After the quarantine period, the teacher will then continue the Hi-Flex model of 
instruction with the second cohort while the first is with a supervising adult on-site 
in a different room, and those students learning remotely from home. 

http://www.optumcare.com/


 
● If there are 12 or less children in a grade returning to campus, then the 

instruction for that one and only cohort will take place in the one classroom with 
the homeroom teacher.  

 
● This cohort structure will continue for the remainder of the school year. 

 
● Grades TK-2 will operate daily from 8:15 am to 2:30 pm. 
● Drop off begins at 7:45 in order to stagger students' arrival. 
● Students temperatures will be taken before exiting their parent’s vehicle 
● Students are required to bring to school daily a completed student symptom 

assessment. It is to be given to the car line attendant prior to exiting the vehicle.  
● Faculty and students symptom assessment forms can be downloaded on the link 

below: 
https://bchdcovidscreen.org 

● Extra copies of symptom assessments will be kept with the staff on carline duty 
for parents who fail to show proof of clearance. 

● Each cohort will have their own classroom with a designated desk, chair and 
personal school supplies 

● Students desks and tables will be separated  6ft apart from each other. 
● Each cohort will be with a maximum of the same two supervising adults (teacher 

and aide) 
● Each cohort will spend recess and lunch time outside with only their cohort and 

required to maintain a social distance of 6ft apart from one another 
● Recess and lunch times will be staggered among all the cohorts 
● Students will bring their own snacks, lunch and refillable water bottle from home 
●  All staff and students will wear masks at all times, except when eating. While 

eating students and staff will remain 6 feet apart. 
● The students will spend at least 50% of the day outdoors for instruction.. 

  
 

https://bchdcovidscreen.org/
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Rosalinda Navarro

COVID-19 Contact Tracing

an online non-credit course authorized by Johns Hopkins University and offered through
Coursera

has successfully completed

Dr. Emily S. Gurley 
Associate Scientist 
Department of Epidemiology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

Verify at  coursera.org/veri fy/5NVCRZ5SNMWA 
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Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

Covid 19 Communication Plan 
For 

School Reopening (TK-2) 
 
All faculty and staff are required to immediately report to the School 
Compliance Officer that they have been exposed to a case or have tested 
positive for COVID-19. 
 
The School Compliance Officer will ask the case a series of questions in 
guidelines with the Pasadena Public Health Department protocol to determine 
when the case first became sick, what symptoms they have had, where they 
may have been exposed, who may have exposed them, and what other 
persons have they been in contact with since exposure. 
 
The case will be reported immediately to the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. A 
report form must be completed and emailed to;  

• Marina Macchiagodena (Mamacchiagodena@la-archdiocese.org)  
•  Isaac Cuevas (ICuevas@la-archdiocese.org),  
• Assistant superintendent, Teresa Villareal (MVillareal@la-

archdiocese.org) 
•  If it involves an employee, copy Human Resources.  

 
The infected person will not be identified unless the Compliance O fficer is 
given written permission. 
 
The school compliance task force will investigate what students or faculty 
were exposed to the case. The School Compliance Officer will notify by phone 
or email the individuals exposed and ask them a series of questions in 
guidelines with the Pasadena Public Health Department protocol to determine 
if they are having any COVID symptoms and what other persons have they 
been in contact with.  
 
A list of resources; testing sites, accessing health insurance or a primary 
doctor will be provided to the case. 

• Faculty and students who have been exposed or suspect they may 
have Covid 19 will be instructed to be tested  with a PCR nasal swab 
test or a rapid nasal swab antigen test, whether or not they have 
symptoms, and inform the school compliance officer with the test 
results 

 



Faculty and parents will be provided with fact sheets and information on 
isolation and quarantine in accordance with the Health Office Orders and CDC 
guidance. 

• A case is considered to be infectious from 2 days before their symptoms 
first appeared until the time they are no longer required to be 
isolated(i.e., no fever for at least 24 hours, without the use of medicine 
that reduces fevers AND other symptoms have improved AND at least 
10 days have passed since symptoms first appeared). A person with a 
positive COVID-19 test but not symptoms is considered to be infectious 
from 2 days before their test was taken until 10 days after their test. 

• Exposed students and employees are required to quarantine for 14 
days since the last exposure to the case while the case was 
infectious.  Those exposed must maintain a full 14-day quarantine, 
regardless of any test results.  Test results (even a negative result) 
CANNOT shorten a quarantine period to fewer than 14 days. 

 



 

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary /School 
PPE Supply Plan 

 
The school is fully equipped with a 30-day on-campus supply of the following items 
for each classroom and office located on the school property. 
 

• Norcoguard disposable adult medical masks(50 pcs/box)     -  30 boxes 
• DJM adult face shield                                                                     -  60 
• Norcoguard disposable children medical masks(50pc/box)   -  20 boxes 
• Kundal hand sanitizer 500ml                                                         -  60 bottles 
• Chlorox wipes  62 wipes                                                                 -  30 containers 
• Touch free bathroom towel dispensers ( student bathrooms) -   8 
• Touch free bathroom towel dispensers ( adult bathrooms)      -  2  
• Touch free soap dispensers ( student bathrooms)                     -  8 
• Touch free soap dispensers ( adult bathrooms)                          - 2 
• Touch free trash cans in each classroom and office                  -  15 rooms 

 



Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary /School 
PPE Supply Plan 

 
The school is fully equipped with a 30-day on-campus supply of the following items 
for each classroom and office located on the school property. 
 

• Norcoguard disposable adult medical grade masks                -30 boxes 
FDA Class 11(50 pcs/box)    (on hand) 

• DJM adult face shield        (on hand)                                            -  60 
• Norcoguard disposable children medical masks(50pc/box)   - 20 boxes 

(on hand)    
• Kundal hand sanitizer 500ml    (on hand)                                     -  60 bottles 
• Chlorox wipes  62 wipes (virucide rated to kill coronavirus      - 30 canisters 

(on hand)                                                             
• Touch free bathroom towel dispensers ( student bathrooms)   - 8 

(on order)  
• Touch free bathroom towel dispensers ( adult bathrooms)        -2 

(on order) 
• Touch free soap dispensers ( student bathrooms) (on order)  -  8 
• Touch free soap dispensers ( adult bathrooms)(on order)         - 2 
• Touch free trash cans in each classroom and office                  -  15 rooms 
• Double sided hand sanitizing stations(arriving 11-4)                 -2 
• Hand sanitizer 70% ethyl alcohol (on hand)                                  -10 gallons 
• Sanitizing spray for each classroom and office(on hand)          -30 gallons 
•  Disinfectant Spray bottles: hospital grade(on hand)          -30 
•  Protective Gloves - current supply 4000, estimated need, 1000 for school year) 

 (on hand) 
• Contactless Thermometers - 13(on hand) 
• Faculty and student barriers are on order with PUSD              -180 student desks 

                                                  -14 Faculty desks 
• Student Desk barriers ( on hand)              -12 

 
Items are purchased through Smart and Final, Costco, Office Depot, Clean Source 
Disinfectant used is on the EPA LIst N:  Bioesque/Botanical Disinfectant solution 
  

• Shared surfaces will be cleaned nightly using hospital quality EPA List N disinfectant for 
Coronavirus. 

• Bathrooms will be cleaned and disinfected twice daily 
• Each classroom and office is supplied with spray sanitizer and wipes for use during the day which 

have also been checked to ensure List N compliance. 
• Faculty, Office and Student Barriers will be disinfected daily 

 

 Covid 19 Compliance officer checks inventory weekly and will order more as needed fromClean Source, 
approved by the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. 
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